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consistent
population and economic growth
ability of ample revenues from taxes on
line and motor vehicles.
The policy environment for
dramatically in the late 1970s,
revenue growth coupled with
increasingly costly maintenance
resulted in a
purchasing power of
Despite an increase in
1980, DHT projects
revenue the highway construction program
will end in 1984.

Department of Highways and Transportation
has broad responsibilities for
the construction and maintenance of 60,881
miles of roadway in Virginia. The department
also performs a variety of transportation-related
duties, such as providing planning, financial,
and engineering assistance to cities, towns,
public transit systems, and rail lines. To fulfill
these duties, the department has become one
of the
State agencies, with ll ,818
authorized staff positions and a biennial appropriation of
.9 billion for 1980-82.
The
comprehensive examination of
DHT occurred in the early 1960s when the
Stone Commission made
recommendations
management

In response to these trends DHT has
reduced staffing levels and taken steps to
improve financial management and
A
number of additional improvements are needed
to provide a suitable framework for increased
accountability and to make best use of available resources. Fifty recommendations for
improvements are included in this report. Foremost among these are major changes in highway construction and maintenance budgeting
procedures, increased attention to the public
transportation function, organizational restructuring to address concerns first raised in the
Stone Commission report
and a general
upgrading of management controls.
1

Policy and Program
9 to 27)
The Highway and Transportation Commission and the Secretary of Transportation are
primarily responsible for developing highway
and public transportation policy. The 11-member Highway and Transportation Commission
is legislatively assigned the tasks of allocating
construction funds, establishing a reasonable
and necessary maintenance budget, approving
actions taken by the
divia variety
sian,
secre-

a
The commission
of its attention to
construction with
less attention to highway maintenance and
transportation. In
a number of the commission
members believed that
formula
governed the size of the maintenance budget
when, in fact, the General Assembly has
directed the commission to provide for "reasonable and
levels of maintenance
The commission needs to expand its
oversight of maintenance and
transportation in order to provide a comprehensive and
uniform base for policy development.
The secretary of transportation
taken
important steps toward completing the statewide transportation plan first mandated by the
General Assembly in 1974, including the
release of a status
1981.
plan is
needed to provide a
framework for
highway and
policy. A
completion
plan
be established, possibly
legislative action, and
the proposed form and content of the plan
should be exposed
soon as possicontain
ble. It is
specific discussion
transportation
issues and
for meeting future needs.
Highway
DHT
employs a large staff to carry out the
process of assessing
projects,
plans to meet those
and
the flow
State, and
local revenues to fund programs consistent
In the past,

program,
meet these
continue refining
uniform commitment
of
its U\CJUUICldUUH:>.

Needs. DHT assumed
programs in 1974.
division was created in
a
mtormation on tranbroad mandate to
sit needs,
the efficiency and economy of transit systems
in Virginia. Statute mandated that the division
report to the commissioner. This
reporting
in statute was
intended to prevent the
needs of
transportation from
overshadowed by the
traditional highway responsibilities of the

or program

A clear
programs
light of
result in

to
General Assembly uses both statutory
the appropriations act
of highway and
instances DHT
compliance
Construction Allocations. The General
Assembly has historically employed an allocation process for stating its intent regarding
highway construction funding. The process
also communicates construction plans and
to legislators, local officials, and the

In practice, actual spending patterns vary
greatly from allocations. Between 1967 and
1981, $206 million more was allocated to the
was expended. The primary
and secondary systems also showed under$59
and $39 million,
compared to allocations. In
million more was spent on the
interstate system than was allocated.
Variations between statutory allocations and
may not satisfy the intent of the
Assembly. However, although there is
a common perception that allocations and
expenditures coincide over a reasonable period,
this relationship is not
established in
law.
purpose of correcting the imbaallocations made to the
primary, and interstate
systems,
General Assembly may wish to
(a) require DHT to prepare a plan to address
and amortize the existing imbalances, (b)
suspend the application of the allocation
in Code of Virginia §33.1-23.1 for a
sufficient to allow DHT to correct the
current
or (c) require consistency
between expenditures and allocations made in
the future but
more flexibility in
past allocation commitments. In addithe General Assembly may wish to darwhether
should be consistent
allocations and whether the term "allocaallocated funds
means intent
a reasonable

intended to
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Recent Studies of DHT
The organization and management of the department has been
the subject of many studies in recent years. As Figure 4 indicates,
these studies have generally encompassed the broad range of activities
performed by the department, although most of the studies focused on
specific organization and management topics.
Figure 4
MAJOR STUDIES OF DHT
Date

Group

Focus

1962-64

Virginia Highway
Study (Stone)
Commission

Organization of department and
funding of highway systems

1963-65

Worden & Risberg, Inc.
consultants

Organization, administrative
practices, and control procedures

1969-70

DHT Self-Study

Organization, administrative
practices and procedures, and
operations

1970

Governor's Management
Study

Organization and management
practices

1975-77

Governor's Council
on Transportation

Organization and policy of the
transportation function

1980

R.J. Hansen Associates,
consultants

Organization, management,
functions, and operation of
field and headquarters units

1980-81

JLARC

Department organization,
management, funding, and
statewide highway and
transit needs

The studies by R. J. Hansen Associates, JLARC, and the previous reviews have a common concern with organizational issues. This
concern reflects the camp 1exi ty of managing a large, geographically
decentra 1i zed agency such as DHT. Severa 1 major issues recur in the
studies, including the roles and responsibilities of key organizational
units, internal communications and priorities, and the geographical
structure of DHT. Although the department has addressed many of these
issues through the years, important problems have persisted. A variety
of measures remain to be taken in order to improve management and
control of the organization.

7

This report on the organization and management of DHT is one
in a series of reports prepared under Senate Joint Resolution 50.
Enacted by the 1980 session of the General Assembly, SJR 50 mandated
that the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission (JLARC) review
the programs and activities of DHT.
SJR 50 directed JLARC to make a final report prior to the
1982 Session of the General Assembly. An interim report was made in
January 1981. Additional reports address highway maintenance, construction, and transit needs; highway financing; and the equity between
costs and revenues associated with various classes of vehicles.
Purpose and Scope.

The objectives of this review were three-

fold:
1.

To evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of management and administrative processes.

2.

To assess the adequacy of the organizational structure of
DHT.

3.

To focus attention on selected operational issues of
interest to the General Assembly.

Areas reviewed include program direction, budgeting, organizational
structure and staffing, and internal management and administrative
practices. A special review was conducted of the inmate labor program.
Methods.
The findings in this report are based on data
collected through extensive interviews and file searches. JLARC staff
interviewed members of the Highway and Transportation Commission,
visited all eight DHT districts and 18 residencies, and interviewed
personnel by telephone in the remaining residencies. All 23 division
heads were interviewed, as were all five directors, the Chief Engineer,
and the Commissioner. Data on project development, highway maintenance, contracting, inventory, and equipment management were systematically reviewed. Additional data were collected from the Department of
Corrections concerning inmate labor, and three field camps were visited.

Report Organization
This report is organized into six chapters. Chapter I has
presented an overview of the department•s organization and responsibili es.
Chapter II assesses program direction and the planning and
budgeting functions of DHT. Chapter III reviews selected issues in DHT
management control.
Chapter IV reviews organization structure and
staffing. Chapter V examines the use of inmate labor on the highways.
r VI reviews the Virginia Conflict of Interest Act and its application to the Highway and Transportation Commission.

8

ing;
lines

effort is being made to establish priorities and prepare for meetings
with regional and local officials to review initial plan proposals. A
draft plan is anticipated to be available by mid-1982. The final
format and content of the plan remain uncertain, however, and it is
unclear whether the plan as presently envisioned will be adequate as a
basis for making major transportation decisions.
The Office of the Secretary of Transportation should continue
to lead in the development of the statewide plan and establish a firm
target date for its exposure. Every effort should be made to give
local officials and planning bodies sufficient time to contribute fully
to the plan. Members of the Highway and Transportation Commission as
well as governing bodies of other affected agencies should also have
opportunity for continued involvement in the plan development and the
nature and substance of recommendations. It is essent i a 1 that the
final plan contain specific treatment of the major transportation
issues facing Vi rgi ni a in the 1980s and present recommendations for
meeting those needs.
Advisory Council.
The Transportation Advisory Council has
not been a very active body over the past few years. The council has
met only once during 1981, although a second meeting is scheduled in
December.
Because council members represent diverse transportation
interests, they could be a source of valuable information in the deThe Secretary of
velopment of the statewide transportation plan.
Transportation should meet with the council more frequently, perhaps
once every quarter.

Role of the Highway and Transportation Commission
The responsibility for developing highway and public transportation policy rests primarily with the Highway and Transportation
Commission and the commissioner's office. The 11-member commission is
responsible for locating highways, letting construction and maintenance
contracts, reviewing and approving department policies and objectives,
monitoring and approving actions taken by the public transportation
division, and ensuring the coordination of public transportation plans
with highway plans. The General Assembly has also assigned the commission the task of allocating construction funds and establishing a
maintenance budget to meet reasonable and necessary levels of maintenance spending.
Eight of the 11 commission members are appointed to represent
each of the State's eight construction districts. One member is appointed at large from a rural area, one at large from an urban area,
and the commissioner acts as chairman of the commission as well as
chief executive officer of the department. Despite the regional nature
of their appointment, commission members are directed by legislation to
be 11 mindful of the best interest of the State at large instead of those
of the district
which chosen 11 when performing their duties.
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research
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Application of the standards is used to develop maintenance
budgets for most routine maintenance activities. Figure 5 illustrates
the standards applied to one activity, machining (smoothing with a
grader) non-hard surface roads. The number of machinings per mile of
road, as well as the man-hours of effort required and the expected cost
per mile, are specified for various regions of Virginia. Regional
differences are based on variation in soil conditions, topography, and
material and labor costs. Using the standards in Figure 5, for
example, the Bedford residency would have an annual budget of $120 per
mile of non-hard surface road and could expect to commit 9.6 man-hours
per mile to satisfy the standard of eight machinings annually.
Figure 5
EXAMPLE OF MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM COMPONENTS
ACTIVITY:

Machining Non-Hard Surface Roads on Secondary System

Inventory Unit
Miles of non-hard surface roads in county.
Quantity Standards
4 machinings/mile annually - Staunton, Salem, Bristol districts
8 machinings/mile annually- Culpeper and Lynchburg districts
18 machinings/mile annually - Richmond, Suffolk and Fredericksburg
districts
Performance Standards
4.0 man hours/mile machined - West of Blue Ridge
2.4 man hours/mile machined - Counties bordering on eastern slope
of Blue Ridge
1.4 man hours/mile machined - State
Unit Cost Allowance
$53.00/mile49.50/mile31.40/mile 30.00/mile-

Wise, Dickenson, Buchanan
Staunton, Salem and Bristol districts
Leesburg
Amherst, Charlottesville, Culpeper, Warrenton,
Bedford, Martinsville and Rocky Mount residencies
21.00/mile- Fairfax
20.00/mile- Manassas
18.60/mile- Lynchburg, Richmond, Suffolk and Fredericksburg
districts and Louisa residency

Source:

VDH&T Maintenance Division.
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Tab 1e
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RESIDENCY BUDGET
IN SELECTED ORDINARY MAINTENANCE CATEGORIES
1978-1980
Residencies Under Budget Residencies Over Budget
Median
Median
Median
Median
Percent**
Percent** N
Amount*
N
no us
rete
Hard
Shoulder
Drai

21
16
30
38

,025
7,
21,
73,039
128,902
32,
61,268

20%
86%
10%
26%
24%
32%
17%

34
7
27
13
7

31
46%
c
19%
*Amount by which
unt expressed as
item in each resi

percent
nt of

12

$140,640
3,181
55,193
37,858
64,757
47,403
45,744
,723
13 '744

27%
54%
27%
26%
14%
14%
11%
127%
22%

26,048

13%
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low while bridges in similar condition in other districts are rated
higher. For example,
Two bridges in different districts have a
sufficiency rating of 4. 6, an indication of very
poor condition. However, review of actual inspection reports reveals that one bridge is in generally good condition and not in need of immediate
replacement or major maintenance work, while the
second shows evidence of significant deterioration
and should be replaced.

Bridge division personnel indicated that inconsistent ratings
and reports are a prob 1em which 1imits the useful ness of the bridge
inventory. Greater emphasis on consistent reporting to ensure statewide comparability of data would significantly enhance the usefulness
of the bridge inventory in assessing maintenance as well as replacement
needs.
BUDGETING
After DHT generates a needs estimate and the accompanying
plans and priority program, a budget is prepared within statutory
guidelines for the allocation of funds, and a legislative appropriation
is requested. Nevertheless, an evaluation of the DHT budgeting process
revealed that actual spending differs significantly from appropriations
and the apparent intent of the law. The allocation procedure used by
DHT to apportion construction and maintenance spending does not meet
the necessary levels of control and public accountability inherent in
the budget process.
Compliance with Appropriations Act
DHT appears to have overspent highway system maintenance
beyond levels authorized in the 1978-80 Appr'opri at ions Act. Tab 1e 4
shows that in the 1976-78 and 1978-80 biennia appropriations were
exceeded by 38 percent and 35 percent respectively. The overspending
was authorized in 1976-78 but did not appear to be authorized for
1978-80.

Nature of the Overspending. The overspending for the 1976-78
biennium was authorized under the general provisions of Section 185
which allowed the Governor to subsequently appropriate non-general
funds when, in his judgement, later developments were believed to make
such expenditure necessary. However, item 622.1 of the 1978-80 Appropriations Act specifically limited authorized overspending for highway
construction and maintenance to no more than ten percent of the appropriated amount plus an additional amount necessary to provide a costof-living increase to DHT employees. The same provision is included in
the current Appropriations Act.
25

Table 4
MAINTENANCE APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPEND
(dollars in thousands)
1976-78
Biennium

1978-80

Appropriation
Expenditure

$ 33,080
39,520

$ 44,270
49,514

Overexpenditure

$

$

Appropriation
Expenditure

$ 73,090
112,664

$102,326
128,056

Overexpenditure

$ 39,574

$ 25,730

Appropriation
Expenditure

$133,295*
179,681

~7,105

Overexpenditure

$ 46,386

$ 75,705

Appropriation
Expenditure

$239,465
331,865

$3(6,996
414,675

Overexpenditure

$ 92,400

$10 ,679

39%

35%

Interstate

6,440

5,244

Secondary
$16 ,400

All Systems

Percent Overexpenditure

*Prior to the 1978-80 biennium, secondary system mainte11ance
and construction expenditures were made under one item. The
appropriation amount is the amount a 11 ocated by the hi :1hway
commission.
Source:
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Appropriations Act for 1976-78 and 1978-80 as amena!d,
and financial supplements to DHT annual reports
1977-80.
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1980, however, the General Assembly directed in Section 2.1-507 of the
Code of Virginia that 11 acquisitions of rea 1 property for office space,
district offices, residencies, area headquarters, and correctional
facilities shall be subject to such review and approval [by the Division of Engineering and Buildings]. 11 Under the statute, only acquisition of land for "the construction, improvement and maintenance of
highways and transportation facilities and purposes incidental thereto"
is exempted from the State's capital outlay procedures.
OHT officials have seemed to feel that the department is
exempt from the capital outlay procedures used by other agencies since
the department is not funded by the State general fund. On March 9,
1981, in fact, the Highway Commissioner stated in a letter to the
Department of Planning and Budget:
As you know, the Department is specifically
exempted by the Code in complying with certain
planning activities of the Department of General
Services for the construction of its facilities.
It is essential that the Department continue to
maintain control over the construction of its
facilities in order to effectively carry out the
Highway Maintenance and Construction Program.
A review of legislation did not reveal any language exempting DHT from
the State's capital outlay policies and procedures.
In fact, the
Appropriations Act incorporates capita 1 projects "irrespective" of the
source of funds and reflects legislative intent to make capital approvals only in even-numbered years. The 1980-82 Appropriations Act
And although provisions for
has one capital appropriation to DHT.
exceptions are clearly specified in Section 4-7.01h, the department has
not taken advantage of these.
Although DHT has generally resisted complying with this
provision, the department is now submitting land acquisition requests
to DEB. These requests should also be carefully reviewed by the Department of Planning and Budget for their program need and operating
budget implications.
Budget Procedure.
DHT uses a committee to make capital
outlay decisions. Chaired by the director of operations, the committee
distributes funds among the districts based on a review of operational
needs.

Funding for DHT capital projects has come from the department's operating budget, as the following example illustrates:
In past gears, operating funds have been spent
to construct material storage facilities. Construction costs for these buildings are recovered bg
adding overhead charges to the stored materials and
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Ill. Selected Management

Issues

Because the department needs to manage its resources prudently in light of dwindling revenues, an effective system of management
control is essential. DHT maintains control over programs and expenditures through policies and procedures and management information
systems. Numerous procedures have been deve 1oped to guide operating
decisions at the district and residency levels. They apply to such
activities as residency spending, equipment maintenance, and inventory
management. Automated data processing provides managers with information for monitoring program performance. Problems in project implementation can be detected early and corrected appropriately.
A major conclusion of the Stone Commission report was the
need to delegate sufficient authority for decisionmaking to field
managers while maintaining appropriate central control. The commission
recommended that 11 the department should delegate more authority to
these men and should encourage them to make decisions and handle problems locally to the greatest degree possible. Control of policy,
however, must be retained in Richmond. 11
Implementation of this recommendation has not been completed,
however. While the department has made a concerted effort to decentralize operations, the central office has had problems maintaining adequate control over districts and residencies. Important actions have
a 1ready been taken to improve admi ni strati ve practices and contra l
procedures, but more needs to be done.
CONTROLS
Management controls are important to ensure that spending and
work activities occur according to plan and only with the approval of
the appropriate level of management. DHT has established an extensive
network of contro 1s through po 1i ci es and procedures focused at
residency level. In general these controls allow field managers appropriate flexibility to make operational decisions.
In some cases,
controls are too lax or are not being effectively implemented.
Controls on basic support activities were found to need
strengthening. For example, central office controls on highway maintenance spending by residencies should be increased. In addi on, a
review indicated that improved equipment rna i ntenance practices caul d
save as much as $820,000 per year and that a reduction of the inventory
could produce a one-time saving of up to $5 million. Improved purchasing practices also appear necessary.
Sound management of
department's extensive land holdings would suggest that a hi
priority should be placed on selli
surplus 1
to
Finally, improved monitoring could he p
related to highway construction projects.
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residencies spent 4.6
biennium, although 18
residencies
nary maintenance by a total
of $5.3 mil
during the biennium. Overspending in each of six
residencies exceeded planned amounts by more than $350,000 (Table 5).
1e 5

NTENANCE
$350,000
Planned
Fairfax
Sa em
Fredericksburg
Hillsville
Edi
Charlottesville
Note:
Source:

,891,290
4,240,720
3,446,073
3,432,988
4,100,783
3,448 207

Actual
$12,254,454
4,906,529
4,073,666
3,957,191
4,467,953
3,809,457

Amount
Above Plan

Percent

$1,393,164
665,809
591,593
524,203
367,170
361,250

12.8%
15.7
17.2
15.3
9.0
10.5

Snow removal expenditures excluded.
DHT Maintenance Management System.
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Preventive Maintenance.
A preventive maintenance program
designed to identify and correct problems and provide necessary serVlClng can help reduce equipment breakdowns and repairs.
This is
important for DHT because breakdowns can disrupt scheduled highway
construction and maintenance work and increase overall costs by idling
work crews.

Since 1973 DHT has had a pol icy of preventive equipment
maintenance intended to facilitate early correction of mechanical
problems and to ensure an appropriate level of routine servicing.
Under the policy, equipment operators are respons i b 1e for performing
weekly inspections and cleaning their vehicles.
According to DHT
policy, routine servicing, which includes fluid and filter changes,
should be performed at regular mileage or time intervals, depending on
the type of vehicle.
While DHT has a policy of preventive maintenance, no guidelines existed before June 1981 for implementing such a program in the
field. According to equipment division staff, districts and residencies established their own schedules and specifications for preventive
maintenance.
The result of the lack of standard guidelines has been wide
variation in the management of preventive maintenance. In FY 1980, the
preventive maintenance programs in residencies ranged from no program
at all to the practice of essentially stopping all construction and
maintenance work for one-half day a week to wash, lubricate, and
inspect all vehicles.
Variation in current preventive maintenance
practice is illustrated in Table 8.
Table 8
VARIATION IN PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS
(1980-81)
Frequency of Program
No program
Sporadically - no set schedule
Manufacturers' recommendations
Semi-annually
Quarterly
Bimonthly
Monthly
Weekly
Total

Number of
Residencies
2

5
8
2

1
2

5
20
45

The wide variation in actual practice raises questions about
the avera 11 effectiveness of the preventive maintenance program. The
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distinction in current practice is that between residencies which
down all operations once a week and those
th monthly or less
programs. Twenty residencies have weekly programs, whi 1e 23
preventive maintenance monthly, or less frequently.
Staff in both the equipment and the maintenance division have
that, in their judgement, weekly preventive maintenance programs
are excessive and that a less frequent program would suffice. Accordingly, residencies do not receive sufficient
funds to support
the cost of a weekly program, and those with such programs are likely
to overspend their budgets, as well as incur the indirect costs resulting from lost productive time when all maintenance staff are involved
in preventive maintenance. Residencies with a weekly program spent
$820,000 more in FY 1980 on personnel costs for preventive maintenance
than residencies with a monthly program.
The rea 1 test of the weekly program, however, is whether it
improves equipment performance or decreases other repair and mai ntenance expenditures that can be shown to result from a more frequent
preventive maintenance effort. But statistical analysis on each of six
major classes of equipment showed essentially no difference in the
average yearly expenditures for equipment assigned to residencies with
weekly programs compared to residencies with 1ess frequent programs.
Nor was there significant variation in the amount of broken down time
per piece of equipment. Table 9 illustrates the finding using dump
trucks as an example.
Table 9
COMPARISON OF PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
PROGRAMS FOR DUMP TRUCKS
(FY 1980)
Frequency of
Program
Weekly
(N=20)
Less Frequent (N=25)

Average Year
to Date Cost
Per Truck

Average Hours
of Broken Down
me Per Truck

$1621
$1600

155 hours
148 hours

The analysis supports the central office position that weekly
shut-downs for
a significant
i ve maintenance do not
improvement in equi
fy the added cost. Staff
performance to j
preventive maini
several residencies with month
or less
tenance programs
that
had previously used a weekly proly
ntain
gram and found it took more time than necessary to
the fleet.

the accuracy of centra 1 office j
the value of
weekl
ve maintenance program guide i nes
stributed in June
do not clearly limit preventive maintenance to a
monthly act vi
DHT should review the guidelines and require all
residencies to limit full shutdowns to one a month.
Lifetime Costs. An important control for managing equipment
maintenance is accurate information on the lifetime cost of mai
ning
each piece of
fetime costs include al
itures for
repair and up
from the time a unit enters the inventory. In this
manner 11 normal
or
ical costs can be identified for a particular
type of equi
at a particular age. Planned
itures on a piece
of equipment that would
the cost above the normal range for a
specific age
ld s
caution and special review before the expenditure is made.

ning lifetime equipment costs can also give management a
ntenance management performance.
Substantial
means of assessing
expenditures in excess of normal or expected patterns would suggest a
lack of sufficient control and the potential for ove
ing.
Figure 8 shows how an analysis of li
me costing can be
ntenance expenmade and illustrates the concept with a graph of DHT
ditures for the more than 2,000 dump trucks in the fleet. In the case
of dump trucks, 737 individual units have had life-to-date maintenance
expenditures above the norma 1 range for a 11 dump trucks in each age
group. A total of $1,249,939 has been spent above the
range for
all such vehicles as a class. While Figure 8 does not necessarily mean
that inappropriate
tures have been made, the
gure does highlight several points.
•Lifetime costing can be used by the equi
division to
identify individual vehicles which have a hi
cost compared
to the normal range. These units should receive
i cul ar
on to determine why costs have been high
and to wei
additional expenditures against the alternative
of replacing the units,
cul arly in the later years of
the
it's service life.
• Using the average and threshold amounts, future maintenance
costs can be
icted as the age of the fleet changes. This
information can be important to the
ision for
i ng purposes.
tures above the threshold represent
for
efficiency and cost
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life-to-date expenditures above the threshold have
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trucks of the same age.
The shaded a rea of each age eve l in the graph
the number of
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amount
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LIFE TIME EQUIPMENT COSTS AND
NORMAL EXPENDITURE THRESHOLD
EXAMPLE, DUMP TRUCKS, FY 1980
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Age of Equipment
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The analysis shown in Figure 8 was applied to six classes of
equipment, which represent two-thirds of all equipment in the fleet.
Table 10 shows that the six classes have a combined total of 1,563
units with $2.5 mi 11 ion in expenditures above the thresho 1d. About
one-third of all units in the six classes are above the threshold, with
dump trucks contributing 50 percent of the total amount.
Table 10
EQUIPMENT EXCEEDING MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURE THRESHOLDS,
6 MAJOR CLASSES
FY 1980
Number of
Vehicles

Class
Dump Trucks
Pickup Trucks
Motor Graders
Tractor Mowers
Front Loaders
Rollers
Total for 6 classes
Source:

737
442
97
201
66
24
1,563

Percent of
Class

Amount Spent
Above Threshold

34
29
30
28
22

$1,249,939
341,455
303,260
353,240
202,062
34,957

34%

$2,484,913

3~

JLARC staff analysis of DHT equipment data.

A further indicator of the usefulness of better information
is the potential for identifying particular characteristics shared by
pieces of equipment which surpass the expenditure threshold illustrated
in Figure 8. If a disproportionate number of high-cost vehicles share
a particular characteristic, such as the manufacturer or geographic
location, the equipment division could consider ways to address these
factors which appear to contribute to higher than normal costs.
The equipment division should use the existing data base to
develop lifetime costs for all major classes of equipment. Individual
pieces of equipment which require maintenance spending that would
exceed the threshold level for its age should receive particular supervisory review by the equipment division, district equipment superintendents, and residencies. Data from the lifetime costing analysis should
be used by the equipment division in budgeting for equipment maintenance.
Surplus Land
DHT controls more than 336,000 acres of land--more than any
other State agency. Most of the land is devoted to right-of-way for
the various highway systems. The right-of-way division is responsible
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DHT owns four additional parcels of land
several blocks from the J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College campus.
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Construction Spending
The department
controls on construction

has

established detailed formal
, incl
the fall
ng:

•Pre-bid
ng estimates and
dures which help ensure that
lowest bidder.

spending

tive bidding proceare awarded to the

•Oversight and review by project engineers and construction
inspectors of work performed by contractors to ensure that
construction standards are met and that the work is performed
before payment.
•A process whereby extra costs which arise during construction
can be incurred only after review and approval by DHT management.
Although highway construction projects had $18.2 million in
cost overruns in FY 1980, DHT has procedures in place for ensuring that
all work performed is necessary and completed to the department's
satisfaction. As much as 60 percent of the overruns are subject to
extensive documentation requirements, and the remaining 40 percent
essentially reflect inaccurate estimates of quantities by project
planners. However, some measures can be taken to improve contract
administration--especially in the areas of engineering estimates,
administrative costs, and the processing of work orders.
Engineering Estimates. As noted in the interim JLARC report,
DHT develops its own estimates of project costs as guides in evaluating
the reasonableness of bids received. DHT policy is to review bids very
closely if the low bid is more than seven percent above the engineering
estimate, and to check the estimate itself for any possibility of
error. If there is no error in the estimate and the low bid is more
than seven percent higher than the estimate, then the bids are usually
rejected. Rejected projects are then
sed. Although engineering estimates cannot
bid- gging, sound estimates can help
avoid awarding contracts for excessive amounts.
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Administrative Costs.
ni
costs cover
inspectors1 salaries
overhead associated
projects. The
government reimburses DHT for project-related
ni strati ve costs at
the same rate as construction costs, up to ten percent of the project
cost.

In FY 1980, 40 percent of the 198 projects completed incurred
administrative costs in excess of the limit for federal reimbursement,
costs which must be absorbed by DHT. For an interstate project with
administrative costs of ten percent of the project value, for example,
the federal government pays 90 percent of the administrative costs and
the State pays ten percent. But because of the ten percent federal
reimbursement limit, a project with, say, 20 percent administrative
costs results in DHT 1 s paying 11 percent of the total project cost, or
55 percent of the administrative costs. In FY 1980, State administrative costs in excess of the federal limit totalled as much as $770,000,
for which no federal reimbursement was made.
Control over projected-related admini
ve costs could be
improved by specifically monitoring these costs. Projects which have
administrative costs approaching ten percent should be identified and
project staffing immediately reassessed to keep costs within the ten
percent limit for federal reimbursement.
Work Orders. The work order approval process is a key method
of controlling costs on construction projects.
s process provides a
mechanism whereby the department can add i terns of work or change the
scope of work required by the contract
on has begun.
work, however, the work
Before the contractor may begin the additi
order must be
at a
gher management level
thin the Department, as shown
If
project
ng
1 exceed the
project 1
on
neer must approve any added
ng.
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seem to
constrained ro e
ness. Systems are
used mainly as
i
ng devices,
some cases
ir role in
management decision making could be significantly enhanced by small
changes. Weaknesses in information systems also appear in the usefulness, timeliness,
accuracy of some automated reports.

I
ion systems can faci 1 itate management e
ci ency in
many ways.
But information users in the department have not been
regularly surveyed to determine unmet management information needs.
One survey, which was 1 imited to the use of existing data processing
reports, was
or to 1974. A second su
was completed in
July 1981.
This
i
ed
specific
on needs,
ranging from
nor
ustments in existing systems
uests for
major new systems.
The usefulness of some existing information systems could be
increased by improvements identified in the recent needs assessment.
For example, systems wh]
are limited simply to monitoring information
could be used to adjust and improve communication of key management
information such as target dates, manpower needs, projected stock
needs, and financial commitments. While monitoring may be appropriate,
the real information needs of management may not be met by current
systems, as in these examples:

The automated inventory system is not currently used to predict future needs for materials
and supplies. Data currently collected on issues
of items could be used to generate information on
future needs.
Instead, field units must base
reorder levels on past experience or previous
orders, an approach which does not account for
increasing or decreasing demand. This practice has
contributed to overstocking of supplies.

***
The project development and management system
(PDMS) could be programmed to automatical
generate intermediate target dates between the conception of a construction project and the date for
the
for bids. When the PDMS
was first established in 1976, the system was
limited s
to information monitoring. The
advertis
review committee continues to set the
intermediate
dates manually, a cu.mbersome
process that could be handled quickly by the computer.
s

the recent
needs.

assessment to
assessments
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The traffic and safety division maintains an
extensive database of descriptive characteristics
of Virginia's highway system. Because data--such
as lane-miles of interstate--is shared between
divisions and between information systems, there
should be agreement about the data accuracy.
However, staff in DHT' s maintenance division routinely make corrections to the data prior to use in
the maintenance management system.

Such manual changes reflect an acknowledgement of data inaccuracy and
reflect a need to improve the system.
In another case, inaccurate data are entered into an information system without being corrected, a condition which erodes the
usefulness of the system.
In the stock inventory management system, data
were routinely recorded incorrectly by four of the
12 residency storeroom clerks interviewed by JLARC
staff. These recording errors make reconciliation
with the computerized inventory printout meaningless.

* * *
During the 1978-80 biennium DHT spent $4.7
million on repairing sidewalks.
Field staff recorded these expenditures as "maintenance replacement engineering" instead of "roadside structures."
The result was to show higher expenditures in one
activity than actually occurred and lower expenditures in another activity.

The usefulness of these information systems can be improved by ensuring
that data are entered accurately into the system.
For operating managers, information should be simple and
clearly formatted. Data are sometimes presented in a form that hampers
use, however. In one case, for ex amp 1e, inventory of hundreds of
transactions is provided instead of a summary report. In other cases,
all levels of the organization receive identical and lengthy reports,
creating unnecessary paperwork for upper levels of management and
obscuring the important items.
The maintenance division receives the complete
listing of activities that occurred in each county.
Staff in the division attempt to monitor each
residency's activities by manually aggregating
counties into residencies, although this is not a
consistent practice. The result is that manpower
is spent aggregating counties, which the information system could do more quickly. In addition,
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delays occur in transmitting summary data to the
field units. The division should be provided with
reports for such major cost responsibility centers
as residencies.

***
Equipment utilization in terms of percentage
of the utilization standard is an important indicator of effective fleet management. Until recently,
an equipment division report listed hours of use
for each vehicle but showed no totals for classes
of vehicles or percentage utilization figures.

***
Similarly,
monthly equipment reports list
gear-to-date broken down time for each vehicle but
do not identify vehicles with excessive broken down
time. As a result, staff manually determined which
units had excessive broken down time.

***
The maintenance management system lacks comparative reporting by geographical area, by "level
of effort" and by cost.
The system is used to
update budget guidelines and review accomplishments, a use which could be facilitated by comparative reporting.

***
DHT managers receive a substantial amount of information that is cumbersome and less useful than it should be.
The department could benefit from a comprehensive review of
its automated information systems. The Department of Management Analysis and Systems Development (MASD) should conduct such a review specifically looking at timing of reports, data accuracy, level of detail in
reports, and improved use of exception reports.
In addition, DHT should consider a data base management
system for organizing its data files and computer programs. Where
appropriate, stand-alone programs should be integrated into systems. A
consequence of these efforts would be the need for increased agreement
between divisions on how data should be reported. A position of data
base manager should also be considered. This person would coordinate
the integration of the separate files and programs and would help
ensure that service to information users is improved.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Although DHT has established extensive support for management
decisionmaking, a review of administrative controls and information
systems found several gaps and weaknesses. Due to the prospect of
decreasing revenues, the department needs to take an aggressive and
comprehensive approach to improving these contro 1s and procedures. A
variety of steps should be taken.
Controls
Recommendations to strengthen management and administrative
controls follow:
Recommendation (14). The department should clarify the role
of the maintenance division in controlling spending for ordinary maintenance at the residency 1eve l. Contra 1 would be improved by more
systematic monitoring of expenditures against budgets with exception
reporting of overexpenditures provided to field staff and the director
of operations. Separating snow removal spending from other maintenance
expenditures for monitoring purposes should be considered.
Recommendation (15). DHT should consider conducting a review
of the expendable equipment inventory to identify means of monitoring
the use of such equipment.

***
The following recommendations related to inventory management
(16-24) have been reviewed and accepted by the department:
Recommendation (16). DHT should establish desirable inventory levels for all classes of general supplies. These desired levels
should be incorporated in the automated inventory information system
and used as a guide by purchasing agents and field stock clerks in
determining when to requisition and purchase additional stock. DHT
should eliminate current overstocking by delaying additional purchasing
until appropriate levels are reached.
Recommendation (17). DHT should review its policies governing local purchases. Policies on dollar limits and competitive pricing
should either be enforced or amended.
Recommendation (18). Purchasing agents should review local
purchase invoices on a sample basis to determine compliance with DHT
policies, and to determine whether particular items are purchased
frequently enough to justify central purchasing. The sample should be
statistically reliable but need not involve an. extensive commitment of
time on the part of central office staff.

Recommendation (19). The purchasing division should conduct
audits of every stockroom annually. When samples are used, a statistically reliable method of selecting the items for audit should be used.
The sample should be weighted to account for the relative value of the
class of stock to be audited.

The audit reporting format should be revised to include more
specific information on the size and dollar value of errors. Greater
attention should also be given to reporting use of improper procedures
or failures to comply with policies. The audit report should be provided to district and resident engineers in a more timely fashion.
DHT should consider simplifying quarterly inventory corrections by removing the approval requirement before a correction is
processed. Supervisory review should focus on the corrected inventory
reports and on audit reports.
Recommendation (20).
The DHT purchasing division should
develop a training program for stockroom employees. Particular attention should be given to procedures for conducting quarterly inventories
and correcting errors in the inventory. The importance of retaining
proper documentation should be stressd.
Recommendation (21). The purchasing division should require
that all salvage parts be inventoried by the stock clerk and inventory
records maintained. Salvage parts should be kept in controlled areas
consistent with procedures for other parts and supplies.

Recommendation (22). Stockrooms should continue to be considered areas of controlled access. But DHT should improve compliance
with limits on access. A bill of lading should be used to control
shipment of parts and supplies from 'Ciistrict to residency and area
headquarters.
Recommendation (23).
Salvaged road stock should be inventoried and records maintained on the amount and location of salvaged
materials.
Recommendation (24).
The equipment division should post
information on procedures for issuing gasoline at self-service pumps.
Pumps should be locked whenever feasible in the absence of DHT personnel. All storage tanks should be equipped with locks.
Recommendation (25).
Procurement procedures used by the
purchasing division should be strengthened to reduce the possibility of
fraudulent activity and to conform to accepted purchasing procedures.

a.
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The procurement function should be divided between two
separate sections within the purchasing division.
Buyers should not send, receive, open, or tabulate bids.
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data processing, looking specifically at information needs, timing of
reports, data accuracy, level of detail in reports, and improved use of
exception reports. Such assessments should be conducted every two to
three years.
Recommendation (32). DHT should explore with MASD the feasibility of a data base management system for organizing its data files
and computer programs. A staff position of data base manager should be
considered in order to facilitate the integration of the department's
computer systems and programs. Every effort should be used to recruit
a person who is educated and trained in the computer sciences.
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Figure 10

PROPOSED REORGANIZATION OF DHT OFFICES
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Furthermore, a survey of DHT internal auditing should be
carried out by the Office of the State Internal Auditor. The auditor
should assist the department in preparing and organizing an internal
audit program consistent with appropriate State policies and guidelines.
Division of Management Services.
Creation of a separate
internal audit unit will free the management services division to focus
on policy research and improved organizational efficiency.
Value
engineering, methods improvements programs, and engineering research
are three ways that DHT could save substantial sums by improving work
efficiency. The division should have a stronger role in these activities.

Value engineering is a procedure whereby teams of designers
review preliminary project designs to reduce costs.
For example, a
va 1ue engineering team suggested e 1i mi nat i ng curbs and gutters and
making minor geometric changes on one road design-- for a savings of
$621,167 on a $4.5 million design.
DHT has used value engineering for eight years but has no
formal process for selecting projects.
And it is not certain that
projects with the greatest potential for cost savings are currently
being submitted for value engineering review.
The function is now
limited to the location and design division, but it should be expanded
to include personnel from other divisions. Also, designating a value
engineering coordinator should be considered to provide uniformity of
project screening and to chair value engineering teams.
The management services division might also give more attention to methods improvement programs, which are an important means to
increase productivity. Interviews conducted with field personnel and
maintenance division staff revealed that residencies try various methods in performing tasks. At present, though, technology transfer is
largely informal, and new ideas travel from residency to residency
without the benefit of systematic evaluation and dissemination. For
example:
Although the rotary ditcher was first introduced in
1979, the maintenance division has not evaluated
its performance in the residencies where it is used
or compared it with methods used in other residencies.

Engineering research is a function largely lacking within
OHT.
Engineering research attempts to make statistical and other
models to represent DHT processes. During the JLARC review several
areas were identified where savings could be obtained by using a model
to predict future needs. Two areas mentioned in this report are lifeme costing for rental equipment and inventory management.
The role of the management services division should be streby assigning it coordinating duties for value engineering,
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This lack of clear responsibili es
ects the fact that the division, according to the
services report,
into DHT with no
ned purpose other than to comply
regulations in developing a State rail plan. 11
The lack of a clear reporting relationship and a change in
the responsibilities of the division have hindered the Rail
tation Division. In order to strengthen the State's role in rail
transportation, the relationship between the rail transportation division and the Secretary of Transportation should be clari ed.
secretary could identify rail policy topics on which the division could
conduct research and recommend actions. Expanding
division's role
should also be considered.
Specifically, the management services
report identified ve activities for rail division participation:
1.

Providing assistance to local officials relative to rail
line acquisition/preservation;

2.

Assisting localities that have acquired rail property in
planning rail services;

3.

Providing improved rail liaison with local public and
private agencies (for example, Industrial Development
Commissions, State Rail Advisory Committee);

4.

Assisting industrial complexes to obtain rail service;

5.

Helping railroads improve their ability to meet Virginia's future coal shipment needs.

Two factors may also alter the responsibilities of the rail
division. The Eastern Shore rail line has been the primary recipient
of federal funds administered by the rail transportation division.
However, in October 1981, the Transportation District Commission (comprising representatives of Accomac and Northampton counties) took over
the operation of the Eastern Short
ne, freeing the division from most
of its previous duties regarding the line. But pending legisl
on at
the federal level may provide the division with increased responsibility. While railroad companies now apply to the federal government for
loans, Congress is currently considering legislation that would transfer this loan program to the states.
Another option is to establish the division as a separate
State agency under
Secretary of Transportation. This option would
require enactment of legisl
on and additional funding.
Environmental Qual
Division.
In 1971 the
i ca 1 demands of envi ronmenta 1 impact statements caused
to create the
environmental quality
v1s1on.
the
vision has 61 personnel in two
ons. One section p ans the landscaping for new hi
construction, while the other
on prepares and reviews environmental assessments. About 250 assessments are
the staff each

year. Approximately $1 million is spent annually to conduct environmental assessments. This sum represents about one-half percent of the
value of construction contracts awarded for FY 1980 and FY 1981.
The environmental quality division has had two organizational
placements since its origin, neither of which has been ideal for the
execution of its preconstruction function. According to the environmental engineer, the division was originally located in the administrative directorate because Federal Highway Administration personnel
wanted to separate it from the engineering function. It was later
placed under the director of planning where it is currently located.
The separation was intended to prevent engineering concerns from overriding environmental concerns.
As DHT designers have become more familiar with environmental
regulations, however, design practices have changed and the need to
separate the functions has lessened. Further, the Federal Highway
Administration environmental coordinator recently expressed no preference as to the environmental quality division's placement within DHT
as long as the function was not eliminated. Because increased coordination of the preconstruction functions would occur if the environmental quality division were placed under the engineering directorate,
this change should be made.
Programming is essentially a
continuation of the planning process. Programming translates legislative policies and long-range plans into work programs which link available funds with specific construction projects. Three divisions are
currently involved in the programming process. Staff reductions and
increased coordination could result from consolidating the three divisions into one program management division.
Division of Program Management.

The programming and scheduling division links specific primary and interstate projects with available funds and schedules project
construction. The secondary roads division programs projects for that
system, and the urban division works with projects within city and town
boundaries. The divisions' responsibilities were originally assigned
during a period of rapid construction and abundant funds. Now, however, the construction program is receiving much less funding and the
divisions' workloads have either already decreased or will soon decrease. The urban engineer, for example, stated in July 1981 that his
division was overstaffed and that by August most of his staff would
have little to do.
Because each division provides visibility for and has special
knowledge of its programs, the functions of these two divisions should
be retained. However, the functions should be consolidated within a
program management division comprising all three programming divisions.
Also, staff should be cross-trained to assist in the other sections
when their own section is less active. This change would allow the
combined division to operate with fewer people than the o
nal three
divisions.
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Table 12

DISTRICT WORKLOAD INDICATORS

Average Daily
1
Vehicle Miles

%

Po~ulation 2

%

Vehicle
Registration
(1980)3

%

Total
Lane-Miles 4

%

Area 5

%

Preliminary
4-yr Primary
Allocations 6
(Thousands)

%

Bristol

5,397,301

9.4

383,913

7.2

242,670

6.9

15,051

13.5

5538

13.6

31,001

11.6

Salem
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11.3
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14.8
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13.8
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6.5
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6.8
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6.8
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8.6
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11.7
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16.2
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4.1
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4.5
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12.3
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264,035

7. 7
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3,510,484

100.0

111,324

100.0

40818

Total

57,381,140

100.0

5,321,435

100.0

24,508
100.0

Sources:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Average Daily Traffic Volumes, 1980-Traffic & Safety Division.
"1981-82 3 Factor Formula", Programming and Scheduling Division.
Department of Motor Vehicles data for calendar 1980. Taken from "Primary Allcoation Formula Factors,"
Programming and Scheduling Division document dated 2/19/81.
Maintenance Division &Traffic & Safety Division.
"1981-82 3 Factor Formula", Programming and Scheduling Division.
4-year construction program, primary system, Programming and Scheduling Division document, dated 4/23/81.
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THREE COUNTY PROPOSAL
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Although the
vision is
ng areas for consolidation,
all the information necessary to
a rigorous review is not
available. For example, when JLARC staff requested data on the number
of miles maintained by each area, the maintenance division could only
supply incomplete records. This data covered one district and two
other residencies; most of the State was excluded.
There appear to be many headquarters that should be considered for consolidation or elimination since at least half of all
headquarters are located within ten miles of another. One example is
shown in Figure 14. In many cases the consolidation of nearby headquarters will not substantially increase crew travel times in their
areas.
Residency boundaries appear to be a factor in 1 ocat i ng some
headquarters within ten miles. For example, the adjoining counties of
King Wi 11 i am and King and Queen are in two separate residencies, and
All four headquarters are
each county has two area headquarters.
within about 15 miles of each other.

Figure 14
AREA HEADQUARTERS IN ALBEMARLE COUNTY
In Albermarle Countg, two headquarters--Batesville and Yanceg Mills--are located within ten
minutes of one another. According to the resident
engineer, this resulted from the opening of Yanceg
Mills as a Batesville subarea near the interstate,
and its subsequent upgrading to an area headquarters. The two areas average 20 percent fewer miles
than the next smallest area in the countg.

Source: Department of Highwa.gs and Transportation.
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i onal evi
that many areas should be considered for
consolidation comes from a review of the mileage maintained by areas in
each district.
example, the number of miles maintained in each
county by an area in the Bri sto 1 district ranges from 137 miles per
area in Smyth County to 223
les per area in Russell County. In both
Lee and Smyth counties, an area could be e 1i mi nated and the mileage
maintained per area would still fall within the district range. Similarly, if one area were eliminated in Patrick County, the mileage per
area would equal the
leage maintained by each area in Henry County,
the other
in the residency.

Area boundaries infrequently cross county lines--and then
usually just to include a section of road inaccessable to areas in the
other counties. One notab 1e exception, however, is the Louisa Res idency where one area maintains over 100 miles of road in each of two
counties, Fluvanna and Louisa.
If similar arrangements were used
elsewhere, residency workloads could be more evenly distributed and
some areas could be eliminated.
A major motivation for eliminating and consolidating area
headquarters is to reduce the number of timekeepers employed and charged to the maintenance program. Timekeepers hold clerical positions
and are responsible for recording labor, equipment, and materials used
and work performed on sections of road. They also answer te 1ephone
calls to the area and staff the headquarters throughout the day.
Staffing practices in the field raise questions about the
need for the number of timekeepers employed. When two or more area
crews share a headquarters, for example, one timekeeper is used in some
cases while several timekeepers are employed in others.
Two area crews operate out of one headquarter
in Lee and Roanoke counties. The resident engineers maintain that two timekeepers are needed in
each county because each handles a special crew.
In contrast, one timekeeper in Montgomery
County handles all records for all three areas in
the county 1 plus the work for three special crews
in the res::dency. The resident engineer believes
this arrang·ement works verg well. In each of five
additional instances of shared headquarters, only
one timekeeoer is used for recordkeeping.

This arrangement,
, works not only with shared headquarters
but also with residencies which require all areas with separate headquarters in a county to report to one timekeeper in one headquarters.
If this
ce of using one timekeeper in each county were used
throughout the State, the complement of timekeepers could be reduced
to about 100. With salary and benefits for each
from approximately
of these
i ons
ng $10,000 annually, this reduction would
save approximately
llion annually.

On the basis of actual organizational practices and patterns
in the field, it appears that greater savings may be possible than
currently envisioned by DHT.
The department should more carefully
review the need for maintenance areas and consider more extensive
consolidation of areas.
In addition, the number of timekeepers currently employed should be greatly reduced.
Roles and Responsibilities
A major characteristic of the current organization is uncertainty about the roles and responsibilities of the various entities
concerned with highway maintenance and construction activities:
•The roles of the divisions in the central office and the
field units;
•The role of preconstruction staff in the central office and
the districts; and
•The responsibility of the resident engineer.
Relationships Between Divisions and Field Units. Divisions
in the operations directorate oversee work at the district and resident
office levels. The operations directorate contains three divisions-construction, maintenance, and equipment--which develop policies and
procedures. Also located within this directorate are eight construction district offices and 44 residency offices which implement the
policies and procedures.
This organizational arrangement requires
division and field managers to have a clear understanding of their
respective roles.
But interviews with DHT central office and field
personnel revealed that they do not, and weakened control over field
units results, as these examples illustrate:
The equipment division sets policy on equipment maintenance. But the division has not monitored or enforced its preventive maintenance policy. As a result, in FY 1980 the preventive maintenance programs in residencies varied from no program at all to the practice of shutting down operations for one-half day a week to wash, lubricate,
and inspect all vehicles.

***
One district engineer in effect overruled the
equipment division as to the role of the district
equipment superintendent.
The equipment division
specified duties of the equipment superintendents,
although in one district the district engineer also
determined the superintendent's duties. For example, the superintendent does not routinely review
residency requests to hire equipment.
Equipment
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Organizational Communication
Internal communi
on is wi ly
i ved by DHT staff as a
1980 study by R. J. Hansen Associates
problem, as reported
and the JLARC interim report. Since these studies were released the
rovements in interna communicadepartment has begun to
tions through staff meeti
ttees.
Staff lrleetings.
A
ne forum
discussing important
issues and suggesting solutions is
i
frequent and
ular staff meetings.
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meeti
and others
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y. Seven dis
lar
meetings. Signi
issues
isions are notal
discussed, in
ce divisions do not consistently
use the dis
communi
ng decisions.
nt
staff have 1
s
major decisions as
ary regrades
layoffs through external sources.
in one district read about DHT
layoffs in a Richmond newspaper before the district
engineer had been informed of the 1
he felt
district
Richmond paper.
central office also
instead of
announcements
the

***
Residencies throughout the State reported
finding out about the 1980 salary regrade from
other State agencies such as the State Police. One
resident engineer stated that obtaining information
through rumors contributed to lower field morale by
creating uncertainties in the minds of the employees.

***
Another frequently cited communication breakdown concerned scheduling of preconstruction and
construction activities.
Seven districts complained that changes were made in the advertising
schedule which altered their scheduled work activities without the districts being informed.
One
district felt it received inconsistent advertising
schedule information from the central office engineering divisions. According to this district,
the advertising date for a project seemed to vary,
depending on which division gave the information to
the district. The study by R. J. Hansen Associates
pointed out that changes in the advertising schedule also impact district work schedules.

In these cases, district, division, and resident engineers were not
informed of departmental decisions and rationales, and they believed
their credibility with their own staffs was weakened.
Information about department actions has sometimes been
mailed to field staff without prior notice or discussion. When policy
matters are mailed, copies sometimes go to both districts and residencies. Mailing policies and procedures directly to the residency effectively cance 1s any significant district role in communicating departmental actions to residencies.
The department should ensure that staff meetings are useful
forums for disseminating information about agency actions as well as
for gathering comments from staff members. Meetings should be held
before pub 1i c announcements of major department actions, and meetings
at the district level should be the primary channel for communicating
between the central office and residencies. In this manner policy and
procedure statements could be relayed from divisions to the districts,
which in turn would convey the information to the residencies.
District engineers should attend the monthly meetings of the
Highway and Transportation Commission.
District engineers should
subsequently meet with their staffs and resident engineers. In addion, department-wide meetings should be held at least semi-annually.
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***
The bridge division uses a staffing estimate
of 2,000 staff-hours per bridge design.
This
estimate does not take into consideration the size
and scope of a bridge, which could range from a
complicated interstate interchange to a secondary
stream crossing.

The information included in these guidelines about the preconstruction
tasks performed by either division provides insufficient detail to
estimate staff needs accurately. The bridge division is currently
breaking the per-bridge estimate into time estimates for each of the
more specific activities involved in bridge design. Each preconstruction division should develop time estimates for s
activities in
this fashion.
Data Adequacy.
A second major reason for weak manpower
planning is that few divisions have adequate records on which to calcuate staffing standards. Standards typically are defined in terms of
the time necessary to complete each major staff activity. In the case
of some divisions, such as envi ronmenta 1 qua 1ity, records have never
been kept of the staff time required for each activity. And in the
location and design division, staff do not believe that the information
is accurate:
Currently there are two timesheets that location and design staff must fill out. One timesheet
goes to the fiscal division for payroll, and the
other is used by location and design's manpower
system.
Reportedly staff take much more care
filling out the form that paychecks are based on
than the form for the division's manpower planning
system. Employees who are also members of a survey
crew will fill out an additional timesheet.

***
In the construction division, detailed time
records of inspectors' activities have been kept,
but the records have not been used to calculate
staff time for each type of activity. The North
Carolina Department of Transportation has developed
inspector staffing standards which should be reviewed by the construction division. Record-keeping procedures should be reviewed and modified in
order to develop an inspector staffing system.

Despite
data problems, precons
on sections in some
districts have developed manpower projection techniques
For example
99

the environmental quality section and the traffic and safety section in
the Richmond district have begun recording the staff time necessary to
comp 1ete various tasks. This data can be developed into a manpower
The Staunton district materials
p 1anni ng system for statewide use.
section has recorded data suitable for developing staffing standards,
although the data is aggregated too broadly. The data should be broken
down in more detail.
Organizational Commitment. A final reason that the department has not developed a satisfactory manpower planning function is
that adequate organi zat i ona l resources have not been committed to the
task.
The development of manpower planning systems has rested with
individual operational units. Generally, the unit lacks the time and
the expertise for developing a manpower planning system.
The respons i bi 1 ity for the development of additional manpower planning systems
should rest with the personnel division. The personnel division should
assist other organizational divisions in developing and implementing
manpower planning systems.

Training and Staff Development
Staff training and development are especially important
because of the department's increasing need for employee efficiency and
effectiveness. DHT has recently acknowledged the importance of training by adding eight trainer positions and assigning one position to
each district. While these trainers will focus on skills training for
operating staff, some DHT managers have a 1so expressed a need for
training in specific skills as well as in management practices.
Skills Training. Skills training is primarily district-initiated for lower level personnel and self-initiated for management
levels. DHT financially supports employees who attend night classes at
educational institutions to develop skills in such areas as computer
programming and drafting. However, significant training needs have yet
to be addressed. JLARC's operational review found areas throughout the
entire organization where skills training is needed:

•Program planning and budgeting skills of division heads,
district engineers, and other key managers should be improved.
•Some residency staff who regularly receive maintenance management system reports have never been instructed in the use
of the reports and consequently made l itt 1e use of the reports. Other users of data processing reports lack knowledge
about the potentia 1 uses and advantages o·f computer processing.
• Some stockroom clerks and their supervisors were unaware of
procedures for correcting inventory errors, issuing stock,
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nRecommendation (37). With the projected increases i
vi es
tenance spending, central office control over maintenance
should be strengthened. The monitoring and controlling roles of the
equipment and maintenance divisions should be clarified so
can
effective carry out these roles.
Recommendation (38). Although the dual reporting structure
is viable for
strict preconstruction sections, the roles and
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the central office division and the
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Recommendation
).
Representation of resident engineers
and of
eld staff from
outside the Richmond area on committees
should be increased.
For example, the departmenta 1 committees on
resident engineer selection and equipment should include field staff.

Recommendation (42).
Guidelines for identifying surplus
positions should be devel
Each division should i
ntify potentially surplus positions and their impact on workload.
A series of
options for further staff reductions should then be developed for each
division.
(43).
Because it is important to retain
personnel
thin
ng constraints, the department should
consi
alternatives to full-time employment of surplus staff. Placing surp 1 us staff on a shorter work week or using temporary layoffs
should be considered.
Recommendation

Recommendation (44).
A department-wide manpower planning
system should be established. All operational units should be required
to participate in the system. The responsibility for operating the
system should be assigned to the personnel division.
Recommendation (45).
The training section and the district
trainers should survey the organization to determine priority areas
where s lls
to be improved.
An appropriate skills program
should then be devel
Recommendation (46). All DHT managers should be required to
cipate in management training on a regular basis.

V. Inmate
Inmates
worked on Virginia roads since 1906.
ginally, inmates provided labor for highway construction.
better meet
this need, field camps operated by the Department of Corrections (DOC)
were located near highway facilities in 23 residencies. Over
years, however,
eld camps
taken on tasks in addition to
work, and field camp farms, for example, now provide a large percentage
of the food for the entire penal system.
As new types of equipment were
tion became less labor-intensive and
declined.
In addition, as a condition
highway construction, the State was not
federal aid projects, further reducing the

developed, highway constructhe need for manual labor
of using federal funds
r
permitted to use inmates on
need for inmate labor.

DHT currently uses inmates primarily on maintenance activities. Cleaning ditches and controlling vegetation are the most common
activities, and inmates are generally restricted to tasks that do not
require the operation of machinery (Tab 1e 13). In 1973 DHT and DOC
agreed that statewide at least 905 inmates would be employed on
roads. DHT a 1so agreed to pay DOC $1. 50 for each hour an inmate was
employed on highway work. Although DHT may employ up to 1,026 inmates,
only 500-600 are used on a daily basis. Inmates receive 40 to 90 cents
for each day they work, and DOC uses the remaining funds to offset the
operating expenses of the field camps. DHT paid $2.09 million to
for the use of inmates in FY 1981.
Table 13
USE OF INMATE LABOR ON HIGHWAY ACTIVITIES
Activity

Percent of
Activity

Ordinary Maintenance
Surface Maintenance
Ditches and Drainage
Roadside Maintenance
Vegetation Control
Snow Removal

Percent of
Total
77.5%

7.4%
44.1
10.6
27.9
5.0
5.9
8.9
7.7
.0%

Source:

ing inmates on highway activities provides benefits to both
ies. While day-to-day management of the inmates has proven difficult for
in some parts of the State, important highway maintenance
tasks are accomplished in some areas where DHT claims its employees
would not perform the tasks. On its side DOC claims to experience
fewer discipline problems when inmates are removed from correctional
facilities to work on the roads. These important benefits seem sufficient to justify the program, although the cost of the program to DHT
can be reduced. Several options for restructuring work crews and for
ng the use of inmates should be considered in order to ensure
maximum benefits to both agencies.
Benefits to Department of Corrections
The primary benefit to the corrections department is that the
highway program helps reduce violent outbursts by inmates in the field
camps. A1though the extent of this benefit cannot be documented by
DOC, terminating the program would idle substantial numbers of inmates,
other types of work are not available at many of the field camps
because of facility and program limitations. DOC field unit staff have
reported increased number of violent outbursts when inmates cannot work
on the roads because of inclement weather. These staff anticipate more
disciplinary problems if idle time were increased.
An add it i ona 1 benefit of using inmates for highway work is
the cost offset provided by the DHT payment. The DHT payment for work
performed by inmates averages $823 annually, or approximately 10. 5
percent of the $7,833 per year incurred for the inmate's incarceration
in a field unit (Table 14).
Table 14
OFFSETS OF INCARCERATION COSTS
(FY 1980)
Offsets
Per Inmate
Value of Farm & Dairy Products*
Work Release Program
Inmate Labor - Department of
Highways
Inmate Labor
Cities
Inmate Labor Other

$3,386
1,025
823
53
6

mated value of agricultural products from field camp farms. This
is not money paid to DOC, but the value of products produced if the
were
on the open market.
rce:

Department of Corrections' 1980 Annual Report.
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Table
ESTIMATED AMOUNT OUT OF COMPLIANCE
Fiscal Year
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981*

Amount
$

Total

153,191
91,127
680,906
211,546
896,623
1,044,371
916,727

$3,994,491

*Through March 1, 1981.
Program Options
DHT and DOC both want to retain the use of inmate 1abor on
State highways, and each agency has offered propos a 1 s to modify the
current program. However, neither agency is satisfied with the other 1 s
proposal. As a result, they have reached an impasse in their negotiations.
DHT' s Position.
DHT has proposed a substantial cutback in
the number of prisoners participating in the program--from 1,026 to
640.
The department a 1so has suggested that inmates be used more
flexibly than at present. DHT would prefer contracting with DOC for
inmate labor in areas of the State where labor may otherwise be unavailable. Under
is proposal, if DOC would
i
to
ide
the trucks and tools used by the inmates, they would incur a substantial capital outlay. This outlay could be avoided, however, if
provided trucks and
1s for use by the inmates.
DOC's

Position.

to
e

problems.

DOC has proposed that one inmate in each
a truck, a
ich would
sib e inmate control
is

le 16
INMATE CREW STRUCTURES*
1982
Estimated
Cost to DOC

Total

,600

$3,296,000

$5,753,600

3,833,008

1,648,000

5,481,008

4,880,384

1,648,000

6,528,384

Estimated
Cost to DHT
2 DOC
inmates

$2,

1

Current Crew: 1
guard, 8 inmates, 1
equi
operator,
reman
ts are

on
A

man to
costs to

basis

128 crews working 200 days.

preferable, namely for the DHT fore; se the work, while DOC supplied a
would
eve a $1 million reduction in program
increase DOC costs.
sh to
the use of inmates
highway maintenance and construecates, this would shift an estimated $4.88
ntenance and construction fund. The
vity of the
son Population
should examine the language and intent
.1 regarding
ursement paid
Highways and

ons concerning the use of
inmate
Recommendation
DHT
the
Corrections
s
ld restructure
crews of inmates and agency employees with the
goal of reduci
costs.
example, one truck driver posi on on each
crew could be replaced
a
foreman.
al
ve requiring
onal
onal
ng.
Recommendation
Assembly
wish to consider funding the use of inmates on the
ghways from sources other
than the highway
ntenance and construction fund.
Recommendation
(49).
The
int
ttee on Economic
Productivi
of the
son Population and on the Work Release Programs
should examine the 1anguage and intent of Code of Virginia Section
53-109.1 regarding the reimbursement paid to the Department of Correction by the Department of Highways and Transportation for inmate labor.
Recommendation (50).
Better training should be provided to
DHT employees who supervise or accompany inmates. A modified version
of the training course provided by DOC to new guards should be considered for the DHT employees.
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The commission is composed of eleven members. Eight members
are appointed to represent one of the State•s eight construction districts. One member is appointed at large from a rural area, and one is
appointed at large from an urban area. The Highway and Transportation
Commissioner acts as chairman of the commission as well as chief executive officer of the department. Members of the commission generally
meet monthly and are authorized under Section 2.1-20. 3, Code of
Virginia, a per diem allowance of $50 plus actual expenses~ subject to
a limitation of $2,000 plus expenses per year. Members serve four-year
terms. They are appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the General
Assembly.
The 1981 commission consisted of a banker, a retired physician, a petroleum executive, an engineering firm executive, a furniture
store owner, a coa 1 company executive, a lawyer, a retired pub 1 i c
utilities executive, and two equipment distributors.
Recently, the
governor appointed two new commission members--a retired funeral parlor
director and a vice-president of an international consulting firm.
Appointees to the commission are usually selected because
they have been successful business executives; they often have extens-ive economic interests in real estate, business firms, and financial
institutions. Because they have established such diversified investments and business ties, there is also great potential for a commission
member to find himself in a conflict of interests predicament. It is
essent i a 1 , therefore, that members be cognizant of the 1 aw • s requirements and it is prudent for them to take extraordinary efforts to
comply with it.
VIRGINIA CONFLICT OF INTERESTS ACT
The fundainenta 1 purpose of the conflict of interests 1aw is
to prevent public officials from advancing a private interest at the
expense of the pub 1 i c interest. Vi rgi ni a's Conflict of Interests Act
provides a commission member with three broad guidelines for avoiding
possible conflicts.
(1)

A member is required to file a financial disclosure
statement if he believes he has a material financial
interest that will be substantially affected by a decision of the commission. In that event, he is required
to make a written disclosure to the attorney general and
highway department, in January of each year.
It should be noted that it is the responsibility of the
commission member to make this determination and to
obtain a copy of the appropriate disclosure form.
Members are not currently required to file annua 1 disclosure forms.
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All commission members who were interviewed said that they
were not aware of the commission member's property holdings until they
read about them in the newspaper. Nonetheless, they were in tota 1
agreement that the decision to approve the highway alignment recommended by department staff was the right one.
Governmental Contracts
A third provision prohibits commissioners from engaging in
(1) contracts with the department and (2) contracts with other State
and local agencies without proper disclosure.
In the first case, Section 2.1-349 (a)(1) forbids any commissioner from having a contract, a subcontract, or material financial
interest in a contract or subcontract with his own agency. This prohibition applies even though the contract may be let by the department
after competitive bidding.
In the latter case, Section 2.1-349 (a)(2) prohibits a highway commissioner from having a contract or a material financial
interest in a contract with another governmental agency, unless (a) he
makes prior written disclosure of this interest to both agencies and
(b) the contract is let after competitive bidding or the contracting
agency makes a determination as a matter of pub 1 i c record that the
public interest would not be served by competitive bidding. A commission member was allegedly out of compliance with this statutory provision in September 1981.
That member owned a surveg engineering firm
and had contracted for certain engineering services
with several local and State agencies. The engineering services were not related to ang highwag
department
activities.
Still,
the commission
member did not disclose in writing to the contracting agencg that he was a member of the Highwag and
Transportation Commission. Nor did he make prior
written disclosure to the department of his business interests.
This lack of disclosure was later determined
bg the attorney general to be a technical violation
of Section 2.1-349 (a)(2).

In this incident, the commission member did not disclose his
position on the commission to State and local authorities who were
clients of his business firm.
Within the last several months, a third commission member
raised a question concerning whether his business activities with local
authorities could constitute a conflict if he had not disclosed his
membership on the commission.
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The deputy attorney general is currently investigating the
matter.
DISCUSSION OF PROCEDURAL PROBLEMS
A number of procedural problems exist with the conflict of
interests law as it is currently applied to the highway commission.
However, some of these problems may not be unique to the commission
since other governing bodies may be experiencing them as well.
Critics of the law say that it is ambiguous, complicated, and
not effective because it lacks strong policing provisions. On the
other hand, the law does serve as a useful guide for identifying and
preventing potential conflicts. If the law is diligently applied it
can prevent a pub 1i c offici a 1 from becoming i nvo 1ved in conflict of
interests situations.
The highway commission, however, has paid little attention to
the conflict of interests law in the past. Many commission members say
they do not understand the law. They claim they are confused by its
provisions and frustrated with the disclosure process.
Submission of Disclosure Forms
Commission members are not required to file disclosure statements under Section 2.1-353.2. Under this statutory provision the
Governor designates public officials to be under the mandatory disclosure provisions of the Conflict of Interests Act. The Governor has not
designated the highway commission (or any other general commission or
board membership) to come under the Act although he is authorized to do
so.
Nonetheless, department staff strongly encourage members to
file disclosure statements regularly. One of two disclosure forms,
sometimes both, are sent to commission members around the first of the
year. A short form (two pages) is used by officers and employees of
governmental and advisory agencies to meet the self-disclosure requirements of Section 2.1-353. It is filed in January with the attorney
general. A longer form (three pages) is submitted by public officers
and employees designated by the governor to meet the mandatory reporting requirements of Section 2.1-353.2. This statement is sent to the
attorney general in December. Since no single agency of State government is responsible for mailing disclosure forms to agency governing
bodies, the forms are sent by the department 1 s director of
administration.
The processing of completed forms is cumbersome. Members
might return completed forms to any one of three organizational units-the director of administration, highway commissioner•s office, or the
deputy attorney general assigned to the department. Forms received by
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ICAL APPENDIX SUMMARY
JLARC poiicy and sound research practice require a technical
explanation of research methodology. The technical appendix for this
report is
lab e on request from JLARC, Suite 1100, 910 Capitol
Street, Richmond, Vi
nia 23219.
The technical appendix includes a detailed explanation of the
methods and research
loyed in developing this study and covers the
fo 11 owing areas:
1.
Equipment Maintenance. JLARC staff used several methods
to evaluate the management of DHT's equipment maintenance program. Key
methods included (1) a telephone survey of all residencies, (2) field
reviews at ten residencies, (3) a survey on equipment repair parts, and
(4) an analysis of equipment data regarding the appropriateness of
maintenance expenditures.
2.
Inventory Management.
The review of DHT 1 s inventory
management system had severa 1 facets. These inc 1uded ( 1) an analysis
of DHT stock levels, (2) audits of selected DHT stockrooms, (3) a
review of 1oca l purchases, ( 4) a review of inventory procedures, and
(5) a review of physical security.
3.
Maintenance Expenditures. Maintenance expenditures were
based on a productivity analysis performed by JLARC staff as part of
the report on Highway and Public Transportation Needs in Virginia. A
comparison was made of the resources used by the various residencies to
accomplish similar amounts of work.
4.
Inmate Labor. JLARC staff used interviews conducted at
three field camps and an estimating technique in the analysis of inmate
labor management.
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II

BUDGETING
Assessment
formalized construction neecis assessment is
of the existing allocation formula
to localities.
present, a Six-Year
developed specifically identifyir1g highest

deals
the standards used in budgeting
routine
VDI-IT recognizes that, for any specific activity,
are possible due to local conditions ; however,
are useful for
cost" plan.-rling and fimd
,.,....,..,.,"'">"" recognized that some of these standards may
to technological advancement, new equipment, and methods
being developed to evalLLate the effect
ongoing program
and modification to standards will be made, as appropriate.
address the development of
annual maintenance
the necessary level of accountability" and
Highway and
s review and approval of this program with the
with appropriate legislative co~ittees.
recommendations and will utilize the Commission
implementation vehicle.
The recommendations also
for alternative maintenance level programs
to be submitted to
General Assembly for review. Strict acceptance of
the re<:ornmeJrlcla
would
in the General Assembly being
decisions. It is felt the interaction
committees and the Cornmiss
IvJainteintent of keeping the General Assembly
its input while minimizrng the
is more in keep~
with the General
implementation of a pavement management system
the 1982-84 Appropriations Act mandate such a program
completion by the start of the 1984-86 biennial budget preparation cycle.
concurs with the recommendation. However, such a program should
a deliberate fashion, requiring computer progJLamming lead time
determination of the factors to be considered. It
felt
will constrain
effectiveness of: program developInterstate System, and
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III.

Recorrnnendations
Engineer

#1
DvO

that some
retrenchment and austerity
should
created. In
Department 1 s -.. , . . . . u..,.,.
the Administration and Finance functions
Officer.

is being,
out
Division; therefore,
the functions.

are desirable, it is
top level
is not unusual to
the Chief Executive
statistics team.
Council and/ or
does not see any
the
managethat

the
consolidation
the Urban and Secondary Roads

of the
to the
Scheduling
reqLlire further
reporting
Division
. The present
is
however, further
outlay require-

clarification
and control. The
areas and accept.:;

Department views as a critical portion of the developsystem. Efforts will be made to provide
managers and in areas where skills improvement

m,.,,n.,....,,.,.,"',.,.

recommendations were made in this section, and the
of the interim JLARC report) has begun to take the
these recommendations.

for a review
the preventive maintenance policies and
guidelines.
was initially pointed out by JLARC, policy and guideline
changes have
made; and efforts are continuing in this area to improve the
clarity
these instructions and insure uniform interpretation.
#2 deals
improving the existing equipment information
developing lifetime cost profiles for each age group on all major
classes. This recommendation is being considered.

This recommendation deals with the completeness of inventory and the priority
placed on disposal
surplus land. The Department concurs with this recoTIInendation and
investigating ways to most effectively and economically place
increased emphasis on this function.

The recommendation addresses the need to monitor construction costs as they
approach ten percent of project's value. Reports currently exist that provides
this information; however, since construction engineering costs are inversely
proportional to the size of the projects and short-term future inspector needs
must be
by location, a cost
excess of ten percent does not necesstaffing. The Department recognizes the intent o£ the
strive to comply with the intent.

Department maintain its $25,000 limit on work order
engineer level. This limit was recommended by the
to $
to take inflation into account. ~agedesirable relative authority range
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Honorable Theodore V. Morrison, Jr.
Page 6
November 25, 1981
V.

INMATE LABOR

The Department accepts the recommendations relative to inmate labor.
possibility of restructuring work crews is being investigated.

The

The Department, due to revenue decreases, cannot maintain the current level
of inmate labor and comply with the statutory requirements for wages. Therefore, it is recommended that legislation be enacted to permit the negotiation of
a just wage with the Department of Corrections. The negotiated wage would be
subject to approval by the legislature through the budgetary review process.
The Department is appreciative of the thorough and efficient ~er in which
the JLARC staff has conducted the review. A number of the recommendations
have been quite helpful, and many are in the process of implemnentation.
Sincerely,

-f/~e~~
Harold C. King, Commissioner
Copy - Members of the Highway and Transportation Commission
Mr. George M. Walters
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